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SUMMARY
Based on expressions for the linearized velocity potentials and
pressure distributions given in NACA Technical Report 1268, formulas
for the span load distribution, forces, and moments are derived for
families of thin isolated vertical tails with arbitrary aspect ratio,
taper ratio, and sweepback performing the motions constant sideslip,
steady rolling, steady yawing, and constant lateral acceleration. The
range of Mach number considered corresponds, in general, to the condi-
tion that the tail leading and trailing edges are supersonic.
To supplemen_ the analytical results, design-type charts are pre-
sented which enable rapid estimation of the forces and moments (expressed
as stability derivatives) for given combinations of geometry parameters
and Mach number.
INTRODUCTION
Formulas for the linearized velocity potentials and pressure dis-
tributions to enable the calculation of the span loading due to various
motions over thin isolated vertical tails at supersonic speeds were pre-
sented in reference I. The purpose of the present paper is to utilize
these formulas to derive analytical expressions for the span load dis-
tribution and the resulting forces and moments applicable to a family
of conventionally tapered vertical tails of arbitrary sweepback and
aspect ratio (fig. i). The range of Mach number considered prescribes
that the tail leading and trailing edges are both supersonic subject to
a relatively minor restriction that the subsonic-edged root and tip are
noninteracting. Motions treated are constant sideslip, steady rolling,
steady yawing, and constant lateral acceleration.
Series of design-type charts are presented which summarizethe
force and momentresults and enable the estimation of stability deriva-
tives for a given vertical tail at a desired Machnumber. Tabulations
of formulas are also included to allow calculations to be carried out










rectangular coordinates (see fig. _(a))
nondimensional rectangular coordinate, z/b
free-stream or flight velocity (see fig. 2)
density of air
dynamic pressure, 21-_V2
perturbation velocity potential due to particular motion under
consideration, evaluated on negative y-side of tail surface
(see fig. 2)
difference in perturbation velocity potential between two
sides of tail surface, _(x,O+,_) -_(x,O-,z)
coefficient of pressure difference between two sides of tail
surface due to particular motior under consideration, posi-
tive in sense of positive side _orce (see fig. 2)
Mach number, V
Sonic speed
Mach number parameter, _M 2 - i
V _l'Xte Z_P










span of vertical tail



















Cn_ = \_[_ /_-_0
slope of tail leading edge, cotangent of leading-edge sweep-
back angle (see fig. i)
aspect ratio of vertical tail, b2/S
aspect-ratio--Mach number parameter, AB
sweepback-Mach number parameter, mB
area of vertical tail
angle of sideslip
angular velocities about X- and Z-axis, respectively (see
fig. 2)
time





























specific value of _ where the Mach line from the leading
edge of the root section intersects the trailing edge (see
fig. l)
specific value of _ where the Mach line from the leading
edge of the tip section intersects the trailing edge (see
fig. 2)














due to lateral acceleration
due to unit sideslip
due to unit yawing
components used for _ derivatives
leading edge
trailing edge
All angles are measured in radians.
DERIVATION OF FORMULAS
The evaluation of the spanwise loading requires a knowledge of the
pressure distribution over the tail surface and is expressible in inte-
F xte Z_P dx. The spanwise distribution of circulation F
gral form as JXle q
is directly proportional to the span loading (i.e., V/2 multiplied by
the span loading) and will be used in the present report in preference
to the span loading in order to maintain consistency with several pre-
viously published papers dealing with plane-surface loadings. The basic
relation for the spanwise distribution of circulation is thus given by
6V 7 xte ____(x,z)dxP(z) =
Xle q
(1)
The pressure-difference distribution _---(x,z) is expressible in
q
terms of the perturbation-velocity-potentlal lifference or "potential
Jump across the surface" 2@ by means of the linearized relationship
(2)
Since the current investigation considers only thin isolated tail sur-
faces with no induced effects present from any neighboring surface, the
perturbation velocity potentials on the two sides of the tail are equal
in magnitude but are of opposite sign. Equation (2) may then be rewritten
in terms of the perturbation velocity potential _ as follows:
_--= _ (v_ + _ (3)
q V 2 8x St/
where _ is evaluated on the negative y-side of the tail surface.
For the steady motions of _, p, and r, equation (3) becomes
simply
_= 4 _ (4)
q V _x
and upon substitution of equation (4) into equation (I) and direct inte-
gration there results the expression
P(z) = 2_(Xte,Z ) (_)
For the unsteady motion _ the analysis and procedures discussed
in reference 1 yield the applicable pressure-difference formula
_- = - r=l -V- _=l V2
(6)
Substitution of equation (6) into equation (i) and integration through
utilization of equation (4) yield the following expression for evalu-









P(z) : 2B MI_¢r=l(xte,Z)+ M2VB--_Xte_:l(xte,Z) _ VI v.Ixtexle ¢_=l(X'z)dx 1
(7)
where Xle and Xte are linear functions of z. (Note that Cr=l(Xle,Z)
and _=l(Xle,Z) are both zero - see ref. i. An analogous expression
for wings undergoing constant vertical acceleration is given in ref. 2.)
Calculation of the spanwise distributions of circulation (eq. (5)
for _, p, and r motions; eq. (7) for _ motion) thus requires
direct trailing-edge evaluations of previously derived velocity-
potential functions (ref. i) and an added integration for the _ motion.
The forces and moments acting on the vertical tail due to each
motion may be obtained by plan-form integrations of the appropriate
pressure-distribution functions (given in ref. i) and may be given as
follows
bl xte dx dz
AP
Fy : q -_-
Xle
(8)









where the moment reference is assumed to be at the leading edge of the
root section. Inasmuch as for steady motions _---= - _ _ the firstq V _._'
integration with respect to x in equations (8) and (i0) directly
yields _ (tabulated in ref. i), and thus the derivations of Fy
and MX for _, p, and r motions reduce to essentially a single
integration involving the velocity-potential function.
The nondimensional force and moment coefficients and corresponding
stability derivatives are directly obtainable from the definitions given




CnB = 3A (i + h)2
2 l+h+h 2
CYr: (l÷X) 2 CT.q
8 kl+h+_
Cnr = 9-_ (i + X) 4 Vmq
2 l+h+h 2
Cy_ = 3A (i + k) 2 cL'_
8 (1 + h + k2,) -__
= Cm&
Cn_ 9A2 (i + h)4
where the wing derivatives CI_ , Cq:_,, CLq , Cmq, CI_ , and _ are
defined and evaluated in references 5, 4, and 9 and should be computed
for an aspect ratio twice that of the vertical tail.
In order to obtain vertical-tail derivatives applicable for other
moment-reference locations (item b), the presented curves and formulas
may be used in conjunction with the axes-transformation formulas pre-
sented in table II.
Relative to item (c), the magnitudes of the tail derivatives may
appear to be quite large with respect to the expected tail contributions
to the derivatives of a complete airplane. The following factors should
be used in converting the presented analytical[ and numerical results to
corresponding derivatives (denoted in the following relationships by
subscript w) based on wing area Sw, wing sp_n bw, and angles Pbw/2V ,
rbw/2V , and _bw/2V:
_k








(Cnp)w, iC_p)w,(Cnr)w,(CZr)w,(Cn_)w,(CZ_)w = 2 -_S#b---_2(Cnp,CSw_bw_Zp,Cmr,CZr,Cn_,C_)
CONCLUDING REMARKS
Expressions based on the application of linearized thin-airfoil
theory for supersonic speeds have been derived for the span loading,
forces, and moments due to various lateral motions for a family of thin
isolated vertical tails of arbitrary sweepback and taper ratio. Motions
considered were constant sideslip, steady rolling, steady yawing, and
constant lateral acceleration. Forces and moments, expressed in the
form of stability derivatives, are also presented in a series of design-
type charts which facilitate evaluation for given values of Mach number
and tail-geometry parameters. The results are, in general, applicable
at those supersonic speeds for which both the tail leading and trailing
edges are supersonic.
Langley Research Center,
National Aeronautics and Space Administration,





The formulas for spanwise distribution of circulation due to con-
stant sideslip motion maybe summarizedfor the various spanwise regions












0 < E < P1 F1
P1 < E <= P2 F2
P2 < _ < 1 F 5
0 _= _ _= P2 FI
P2 < _ _- PI FI + F5 - F2









A(_ - l)(l + _) + _(i - _)
and
P2 =
A(_ + i)(i + k) - _(i - k)








,_1/2(_ +1)1/2(1+ _)1/2 +
-_ __l-_,)_-1]
A'(I+ h)(m? - 1)1/2
_tA'l/'2(1 + h)lt2(__ 1)1/2 - _
,,_(_-+_)(_ - n 1/2 { [_0- x)_ - ]_]
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APPENDIX B
FORMULAS FOR SPANWISE DISTRIBUTION OF CIRCULATION
DUE TO STEADY ROLLING
The formulas for spanwise distribution off circulation due to steady
rolling motion may be summarized for the various spanwise regions (see
sketches) as follows:
I i- J I-jIpl
0
Condition Formula for
0 _ _ _ PI FI
P1 < _ _ P2 F2










0 <--_ <--P2 FI
P2 < E <= PI FI + F 3 - F2
eI < E <_-i F3
where
P1 =
l(m- i)(i+ k) + mi_l- k)
and
P2 =
i(m + 1)(l+ _) - 2m
_(_+ l)(l+k) - e_il- _)

















FORMULAS FOR SPANWISE DISTRIBUTION OF CIRCULATION
DUE TO STEADY YAWING
The formulas for spanwise distribution of circulation due to steady





Condition Formula for P
Brb 2
0 _- _ _- P1 FI
P1 < _ < P2 F2






0 _- _ -_ P2 F1
P2 < _ <= P1 F1 + F5 - F2











A(_ + l)(1 + _) - _
[(_ + 1)(l + k) - 2_(i - h)










4 I_(_ ÷_)(_3__2_ _+ 3)+_(_-:_)(5_2+4_-6)]-_(_
}_EX._ +z)}/2(_- z)_/2(z+ x) 3/2 L
- _(_2_2))cOS_ 1 [A-(l+]k)(m-1)m.(l_ ]k)z+m(1--m ;L)]{-m
(m2__)3/2_(_ + >,)2L J
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APPENDIX D
FORMULAS FOR SPANWISE DISTRIBUTION OF CIRCULATION
DUE TO CONSTANT LATERAL ACCELERATION
The formulas for spanwise distribution of circulation due to con-
stant lateral acceleration motion may be summarized for the various










o _-_-_ PI FI + F2
PI < _ <= P2 F3 + F4
P2 < _ <= i F5 + F6
0<3 <
= = P2
P2 < _ <--PI
pl<_<--1
FI + F 2









i(_ - i)(i+ _) + _ili- _)
and
P2 =
i(_ + l)(l+ _) - m1
A(_+ i)(i + k) - 2_[i - k)







{- _'(&- 1) (_ + _,) + _(1. "_)] _. _A_,}_/2
i F _& i-
II
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l_ _3(-4m 2 + l) + 3_(2m+ l)(m- 1)2(m+ l)
Cn_ = 3A_2(m2 - 1)5/2
+ _-2(_+1)2(m- 1) 2] (EZS)
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APPENDIX F







The formulas for the stability derivatives associated with steady
rolling motion are as follows:
(R)
BC_p = -_ 12A'_(m 2 - l)(l + h)2+ 2_m(3m+ 2)(i - h 2) + 3_2(i - h) 2




l_)(l + _)3 + _-2_(_2 +3£ + l) (l + >,)2(1 - ;_)+_2(6_ + l) (l + h) (i - h)2 + 6£ 5 (l - h)3
h2(2A--5(Sh 2 - 8h+ 6)(m 2 - i)(i +h) _ - _2m(l + _)2(i- h)[3k2({a2 + m- 5)- 4K(m2 + _m -5) + 12(m-l)]l Il
,]+ Zm_(z+_)(___)_B(_ __) -8(m-_)]+_m_(_ -_)_
(___)_/_(_+_)(_+×)-_(_ -_)]_/_









I +h) 2 +3][(i- h2) + 5(1- h)
_(z + _) + 2(i- _)] 3/2



















3(1+ X)(Z- h)2(m 2- 1) 1/2
(FL0)
BC Zp =
_(6h 4 - 16h 3 + 12X 2- 2)
3(l+ h)(l- X)34m 2- z) l/2
(nl)
-(6h 4 - i6k3 +i2h 2- 2) (Fi2)lim =
_ Cnp 3(l+h)(1 k)3(m 2 l) 1/2
W2_






BC Zp = 24A'3( m2 _ 1) 7/2 (_2+ 9) + 4Ai_2(_ +1)2(_.- 1) 2
_ 24_2_2(_+i)2(__ i)2 +3zY3(_+i)3(__ i)_ (FI4)
lim
-+i
c_= i _4(19m2 - 9) - 4_m2(m + i) (m - i)2(4m 2 + 7m + 3)
24_3(m2_L)7/2
+ 24A--2_(_+ i)2(_- i)2(_ 2- _- i) + 32A-3(_+ i)3(_- i)_ (FI5)
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APPENDIX G
FORMULAS FOR STABILITY DERIVATIVES DUE
STEADY YAWING MOTION
TO
The formulas for the stability derivatives associated with steady
ya_ing motion are as follows:
CZ r
4 I A(_+ i)(i+ k)+ _(2_+ 5)(i- k) + k2 [_(__- l)(l+h_____)(2k--3)_-£(2_-___3) X(I- X)]_
CYr=3_I/2(I+X)3/2(I-A)2[(_+I)5/2[_(__I)(I+ X)+2_(I_ h)] I/2 (_A-l)5/2_(_+l)(l+h)-2_(i-h)]i/2 J
(ol)
1 /2A-2 " 1) (1 + h) 2 + _(_2 + 9_ + 1) (1 - _2) + 5_2(Z # +}) (1 - A) 2








_3 (_2 - l) (l + X)3 + 2A--2_2(2_ + 3) (1 + X)2 [1 - X) + _2(8m +12m - 1) (l +h) (i - h)2_
+6_(_+3)(_-_)3_{_(3_. _ +_i(_2__)(_+h)_
_ _(z+ x)_(z-x)[3x_(m_ +_-_)-_(_ +_- 6)+z_({-z)]
__ _1 _ ,_,_20_+x)(1-n_Ex(_ +_-_-_)- _',3_,-_)] _6_,_3(__ _)0__ ?,)3]
Cnr = 3_A-'_/'2(I+ h)512(i- h)3 k (_ -1)5/2_(_ +l)(1-, k)- 2m(l -k)] 312
f















lim CZr= -2(314 - 815 +612- i)
[_ 5(1+ 1)(i- h)3(_2_ 1)1/2 (GII)
lim i = 2(314 - 8h3+ 612_ i)
_ B Cnr 5m(l +k)(l- Z)3(_2_1)I/2 (Gl2)
lim
CY_
3#(&2- 1)_/2 (_2_ _)_3_(&2 _1)(_2_ £-3) -6_(_2 _z)2]
(_13)
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CZr= -i _4(_2 _ 3) + 4A'-m2(m+ i) (m - i)2(2r_ 2 - m- 3)
24_3 (_2 _i)7/2
- 24A-2m(m+ l)2(m- l)2(m 2 - m- i) - 32_3(m+ l)3(m- i) 3] (GI4)
lim i Cn r :
h-_l B
-i _4( _1:_)_4+ 37_2 _ 15)





+ 24A-'2m-(m+ 1)2(m.- 1)2!2m 2 -m- 2)








The formulas for the stability derivatives associated with constant







+ _(x + x)2(_-x)(_ +_)+_(z +z)(z-x)2(8_-_)+6_2(z__,)3]
-23B






lim Cy_ : 8 ___(i+ E) + (i -B2)(I -k)
m_ 3B2_I/2(I + _)3/2(1_ _)_-_17 _i+7(-__ 7f/_
(H4)





!im Cy_ = 0 (ET)
A _
lim = 0A_ Cz_ (H81
_im = 0A_ Cn_ (_9)
3A (_ - l)
llm _ _5(_2+ 2) +4_(m+l)(m-l)2(-_2+m-l) ÷l_2(m+l)2(m - i) 2]






Cn _ = 12_3(m 2--B1) 7/2 [-3_3 (2f14+ 5_ 2 - 2) + 4_(_+ l)(F_- i)2(-_2+ 5F_+ 5)
z_3(_ _1)7/2
+ 4_(_+i)(_-i)2(4_2+ 2_+i)+ l_e(_+ 1)2(_-i)2] (H12)
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Stability derivatives in a body
system of axes with origin at









Formulas for transfer to a body system
of axes wi-;h origin displaced dis-
tances x o (positive forward) and
zo (positive downward) from the










C Zp b Cyp
x o
CYr b Cy_






























































(b) Principal body-axes system used for presentation of stability deriV-








(c) Same type of axes system as (b) with origin translated.
Figure 2.- Systems of body axes. Positive directions of axes, forces_
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